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Abstract—In the paradigm of infrastructure-as-a-service cloud
computing involving an Internet of Things network, customers
outsource their infrastructure to the cloud. An outsourced infrastructure is a virtual infrastructure that mimics the physical
infrastructure of the precloud era; it is therefore referred to as
a tenant network (TN) in this paper. This practice draws upon
the notion of TN abstraction, which specifies how TNs should
be managed. However, current virtual software-defined network
(SDN) technology uses an SDN hypervisor to attain TNs, where
the cloud administrator is given much-more-than-necessary privileges; thus, not only could violation of the security principle of
least privilege occur, but the threat of a malicious or innocentbut-compromised administrator may be present. Motivated by
this need, we propose the specification of TN abstraction, including its functions and security requirements. Then, we present
a platform-independent concretization of this abstraction called
TNGuard, which is an SDN-based architecture that protects
the TNs while removing unnecessary privileges from the cloud
administrator. In order to show that TNGuard concretizes the TN
abstraction, we present an instantiation of TNGuard on the Xen
virtualization platform with the Ryu controller. Experimental
results show that the resulting system is practical, incurring a
small performance overhead.
Index Terms—Internet of Things (IoT), least privilege, separation of duty, software-defined network (SDN), tenant network (TN).

I. I NTRODUCTION
NTERNET of Things (IoT) allows physical devices to
translate and share data with each other. Due to its ability to intelligently route traffic and utilize network resources,
software-defined network (SDN) technology [1]–[4] is able to
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bring more convenience and flexibility to IoT networks. The
integration of SDN and IoT makes it possible to automatically configure smart devices for different physical locations
in a simple way using centralized management where smart
nodes (SNs) leave and join the network freely. The scenarios above prove that SDN can eliminate bottlenecks and bring
efficiencies to help the processing of data generated by IoT
without introducing a larger strain on the network.
In fact, the popular SDN implementation known as
OpenFlow [5] has been increasingly deployed in enterprise networks [6] and cloud management tools such as
OpenStack [7]. Infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS) refers to the
delivery of CPU, storage and network as a service. Amazon
EC2 and Microsoft Azure are examples of IaaS vendors. Many
customers or tenants, including enterprises, have outsourced
their infrastructure to IaaS clouds. For example, NetFlix has
outsourced its infrastructure to the Amazon Web Services
cloud [8]. An outsourced infrastructure is a virtual infrastructure consisting of virtual machines (VMs) and is comparable
to a customer’s physical infrastructure in the precloud era. We
call the infrastructures allocated to a certain tenant a tenant
network (TN).
Considering the scenario of IoT network, once different IoT
infrastructures are deployed, the question arises how to maximize the usage as well as return on the investment. This is a
problem similar to the one faced by cloud service providers,
and the answer lies in letting multiple users or applications
share physical resources.
While the integration of IoT with the technology of SDN
and cloud computing provides a more flexible network, it also
brings problems such as security uncertainty. Traditional security equipment used to prevent external attacks, such as firewall
and intrusion detection systems deployed at the Internet edge,
are no longer secure enough for the next generation Internet.
The SDN-based IoT architecture of the multi-TN raises additional concerns over network access control and verification;
i.e., it is not clear what security requirements the TNs should
satisfy apart from the security requirements of the physical
infrastructures of the precloud era (e.g., employing perimeter
defenses) in an SDN-IoT multi-TN. We observe that it is insufficient to simply isolate the TNs from each other because there
is a crucial difference between a physical infrastructure in the
precloud era and a TN. In the former case, the customer has
full control over the physical infrastructure, whereas in the latter case, the cloud administrator is always equipped with full
privileges while having no control over the cloud’s physical
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infrastructure. This difference has profound implications. For
example, in the former case, the compromise of an infrastructure administrator (e.g., the compromise of the computer he
uses to manage the cloud) only causes damage to the enterprise in question. In the latter case, however, the compromise
of a cloud administrator can cause damage to all TNs. In this
case, the TN administrators would like to adapt a trustworthy platform for their services, which ensures the work flows
specified by distinct TN administrators are not obstructed by
cloud administrators with baleful intentions.
The discussion above motivates us to investigate solutions
that fulfill the needs of TNs in IoT networks. To provide a
secure multitendency cloud environment in IoT networks with
SDN technology, we must ensure that the work flow inside
TNs is not affected by a privileged administrator. To this end,
we propose TNGuard, a platform-independent multitendency
network architecture for SDN-IoT environment that degrades
the privileges of the cloud administrator to ensure the security
of a tenant IoT network.
Specifically, this paper makes the following contributions.
First, we show that even virtual SDN (vSDN) technology,
which would readily allow each tenant to manage its own
TN [9]–[11], is inadequate to fulfill the needs of TNs (as
described in Section III); this is not surprising, as vSDN
was not designed to solve the TN problem, which requires
obeying well-known security design principles such as the
least privilege and separation of duty [12]. At a high level,
this abstraction ensures that the cloud administrator and the
tenant administrators are given the relevant privileges that
are necessary for accomplishing their tasks, namely obeying
the aforementioned principles. Moreover, the TN abstraction
explicitly requires mitigating the damage that can be caused by
the compromise of the cloud administrator because the stake
is too high.
Second, since no existing technology can fulfill the needs
of TNs in an IoT network, we systematically analyze the
problem and propose a novel notion of TN abstraction, including its functions and security requirements. In order to show
that the TN abstraction is adequate for fulfilling the needs
of TNs, we present a platform-independent concretization
of the TN abstraction, dubbed TNGuard, which is a novel
architecture based on the SDN technology. The TNGuard
architecture adopts a modular design methodology, isolating
the system components into three kinds of zones: the cloud
controller zone, the cloud administrator zone, and the tenant
administrator zone.
Third, while the platform-independent TNGuard architecture can be adapted to many virtualization platforms and
SDN controllers, we present a prototype implementation of
TNGuard in the Xen virtualization platform using the Ryu [13]
SDN controller. Experiments show that TNGuard incurs only
very small performance overhead (e.g., a smaller response time
when compared with FlowVisor).
A. Paper Outline
Section II presents the related work. Section III discusses
why vSDN is inadequate for fulfilling secure TNs. Section IV
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defines the TN abstraction of secure TNs. Several out-ofscope risks caused by compromised cloud administrators that
cannot be solved using our approach are also discussed in
this section. Section V describes TNGuard, namely an SDNbased concretization of the TN abstraction. Section VI presents
an instantiation of TNGuard based on Xen and Ryu, and
Section VII evaluates the performance of our implemented
prototype. Section VIII discusses the limitation of this paper.
Section IX summarizes the work in this paper, and we also
discuss some interesting research directions to enforce our
architecture that we will pursue in the future.

II. R ELATED W ORK
We classify related prior work into four categories: 1) SDN
security; 2) vSDN; 3) cloud administrator security; and
4) trusted computing.
A. SDN Security
The SDN architecture has three layers [14]. At the bottom is the SDN datapath layer, which corresponds to the data
plane and is responsible for forwarding packets according to
the routes selected by the SDN controller at the middle layer.
The SDN controller is a control-plane entity, which offers a
logically centralized view of the network SDN applications
(SDN apps) at the upper layer. An SDN app is the interface
for an end user (or cloud tenant) that specifies its networking requirements to the SDN controller, which “translates”
the requirements into a set of rules that can be enforced at the
SDN data plane.
The problem of SDN security has received much attention.
The studies about SDN security can be categorized into two
subcategories: securing the SDN controller and securing the
data plane.
For securing the SDN controller, Porras et al. [15] were
the first to study the problem of malicious controller applications attacking the data plane, providing a security solution
as a result of their investigation. This solution was further
extended to provide extra protections [16]. Shin et al. [17]
showed that the controllers were by then highly susceptible to
network collapse from coding errors, vulnerabilities, or malicious logic and proposed countermeasures to secure the control
plane. Hong et al. [18] extended the SDN controller with the
ability to detect attacks that attempt to poison a controller’s
view of the network topology.
For securing the data plane, Mai et al. [19] studied how to
verify the network’s forwarding behavior. Kazemian et al. [20]
showed how to leverage static analysis to detect forwarding
and configuration errors. Natarajan et al. [21] presented algorithms for detecting conflicting rules in OpenFlow networks.
Khurshid et al. [22] introduced a layer between the control
plane and the data plane to monitor the network state updates
and verify the dynamic invariants. Dhawan et al. [23] proposed a unified approach for using network-flow graphs to
detect attacks.
However, the studies mentioned above were conducted in
the context of SDN per se and were not geared toward
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concretizing the TN abstraction of the SDN-IoT network introduced in this paper. Nevertheless, these studies inspired the
design of TNGuard.
B. vSDN
The aim of vSDN was to virtualize the control plane and
the data plane for multiple users; in spirit, this is similar
to the aim of TN abstraction. Sherwood et al. [9] proposed
the first vSDN technology, called FlowVisor, to separate network flow slices that can be managed by different controllers.
Salvadori et al. [24] described how to enhance the virtual
resource abstraction of FlowVisor. Corin et al. [25] further
extended FlowVisor to allow the vSDN controller to select the
desired level of virtual network abstraction (e.g., a whole set of
virtual resources and the full control over the virtual network).
Drutskoy et al. [26] proposed a scalable framework that can
satisfy the incrementation of virtual network number and physical network scale. Alaluna et al. [27] provided an architecture
that supports the creation of a virtual network using sources
from different data centers, which are held by different cloud
providers. Szefer et al. [28] proposed NoHype, focusing on the
security of the vSDN platform and the removal of the attack
surface from hypervisor. The practical solutions mentioned
above give cloud providers the opportunity to implement their
services for customers. However, these works failed to consider the trust relationship between the cloud administrator
who manages the resources of different providers and the customers. As we will show in Section III, vSDN is inadequate
for concretizing the TN abstraction.
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of cloud and IoT was established in the work of Web of
Things [33]. Hassan et al. [34] integrated cloud and wireless
sensor networks (WSNs) by developing several key functional
components of WSN. One notable work aims at securing IoT
security is from Hummen et al. [35]. They particularly focused
on privacy and security concerns as a consequence of applying multitenancy on SensorCloud architecture and introduced
trust point to ensure that users are allowed to stay control over
their data. However, it cannot deal with a compromised cloud
administrator.
E. Trusted Computing
Trusted computing allows one computer to verify the
integrity of programs running on another computer [36]. The
core of trusted computing is a hardware chip called trusted
platform module (TPM), which has its own cryptographic
keys. TPM can ensure the secure booting of computers by
measuring the software modules loaded into the system (via
cryptographic hash functions) and extending these measurements into the TPM’s relevant platform configuration registers
(PCRs). This allows a remote entity to verify whether a computer is secure at boot time via a remote attestation procedure,
in which the TPM cryptographically signs the measurement
values (as well as a nonce provided by the verifier to prevent
replay attack). In general, TPM can log the system activities
and protect the integrity of the logs via cryptographic means.
We refer to [37] and [38] for TPM’s technical details. We will
take advantage of these capabilities of trusted computing.
III. W HY C AN V SDN N OT F ULFILL S ECURE TN S ?

C. Cloud Administrator Security
Unlike in the precloud era, when an administrator managed enterprise infrastructure, the cloud administrator manages
many TNs. This substantially increases the risk because a compromised administrator in the precloud era caused damage to a
single enterprise, whereas now all of the TNs can be compromised. This increase in risk has motivated the studies on cloud
administrator security. Murray et al. [29] proposed to move
the VM-building function into a trusted VM, called a domain
builder, which is meant to securely build new VMs (a function
originally assigned to the cloud administrator). Butt et al. [30]
extended this solution to further deprive the administrator’s
privilege on inspecting the code, data and computation in
client VMs. Bleikertz et al. [31] proposed a solution to protect the privacy and integrity of cloud users’ workloads against
compromised administrators.
The studies were geared toward the security of cloud computation and storage, and their solutions were not based on
SDN. Although these solutions cannot concretize the TN
abstraction of SDN-IoT network, which necessarily requires
network virtualization, they also inspired the design of
TNGuard.
D. IoT Network
The term “IoT” was first mentioned in 1999 [32]. The past
decade has witnessed the fast development and increasing
deployment of IoT devices. The basis for the convergence

The vSDN architecture virtualizes the underlying SDN network into multiple logically isolated vSDNs, which can be
managed by multiple users. This is achieved by introducing
another layer of abstraction, called the SDN hypervisor, which
resides between the physical SDN network (or data plane) and
the SDN control plane. In the context of this paper, as highlighted in Fig. 1, one can treat each vSDN as a TN managed
by a TN administrator via the corresponding vSDN controller.
Here, an SDN hypervisor is used by the cloud administrator
to manage the cloud resources represented by SNs connected
by network equipment.
There exists two actors inside the architecture, namely the
TN administrator and cloud administrator.
A. TN Administrator
This represents the customers of cloud services provided by
cloud vendors, who leverage rented infrastructure to manage
their work flows. The responsibility of TN administrator is to
set the work flow by interacting with the vSDN controller. We
assume that all TN administrators are trusted in our model.
B. Cloud Administrator
The resources of cloud vendors are managed and launched
by cloud administrators using the SDN hypervisor, which
means that they can perform any privileged operation on the
data plane. We assume that the cloud administrator may be
potentially malicious in our model.
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Traditional vSDN architecture of IoT network.

The vSDN architecture is inadequate for fulfilling secure
IoT TNs, which impose constraints that appear to be unique to
outsourced IaaSs (i.e., the vSDN was introduced for a different
purpose, although its idea can be useful in broader settings).
First, securing TNs requires obeying the least privilege principle. However, the cloud administrator in the vSDN-based
architecture, as highlighted in Fig. 1, has total control over
the SDN hypervisor. This means that a compromised cloud
administrator, either a human administrator who has become
an insider threat or a compromised computer that is used to
manage the cloud, can cause all TNs to be compromised.
This substantially amplifies the risk in the context of physical infrastructure, where the compromise of an infrastructure
administrator only causes the compromise of the infrastructure
it manages.
Second, securing TNs requires obeying the separation of
duty principle. However, the compromise of the cloud administrator can cause attacks against the vSDN controllers that
are used by the TN administrators to manage their respective
TNs, as highlighted in Fig. 1. Ensuring the separation of duty
is important because the cloud administrator should be tasked
to allocate resources to the TNs, which are, however, managed
by the TN administrators.
IV. D EFINING THE TN A BSTRACTION
We now define the essential functions and security requirements of the TN abstraction by obeying the principles of least
privilege and separation of duty. This basic TN abstraction can
be extended as needed to add new features.
A. Functions of the TN Abstraction
The main function of the TN abstraction is to make the TNs
mimic tenants’ physical infrastructure from the precloud era.
This is achieved by virtualizing the multiple TNs of an IaaS
cloud physical network, which are composed of virtual network elements such as virtual switches (routers), ports, links,
topology, and forwarding tables, as highlighted in Fig. 2. This
virtualization is achieved via a TN_hypervisor, which is, in
spirit, similar to the SDN hypervisor in Fig. 1.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. Toy example of an IaaS cloud and TNs. (a) View of cloud_admin.
(b) View of TN_admin.

A toy example of an IaaS cloud and TNs is shown as Fig. 2.
The view of cloud_admin is on the left. The cloud_admin
uses the TN_hypervisor to virtualize an IaaS cloud physical
network into TN1 and TN2 , and uses cloud_apps atop the
cloud_controller to manage the entire physical network, where
solid lines represent physical links. The view of TN_admin is
on the right. A TN_admin uses TN_apps atop a TN_controller
set up by the cloud_admin to manage its TN without noticing the presence of the TN_hypervisor, where dashed lines
represent virtual links. Compared with the vSDN technology described in Fig. 1, the key difference is in the security
requirements.
At a high level, the cloud administrator, or cloud_admin,
uses the TN_hypervisor to set up the TNs and isolate them
from each other, and the TNs are managed by their respective administrators, namely TN_admins. Specifically, a TN
abstraction consists of resources, operations, and actors.
1) Resources: These are the network resources, including
the network division (e.g., how SNs are grouped to formulate a TN or an intra-TN subnetwork), route path (e.g.,
how the traffic is routed in a TN), and network bandwidth
(e.g., the communication bandwidth allocated to TNs), as
well as the management resources, including the software
cloud_controller used by the cloud_admin to manage the
cloud and the software TN_controller used by TN_admins to
manage TNs.
2) Operations: These are the operations for the network
resources, including configure and view. The configure operations allow the cloud_admin and TN_admin to accomplish
their authorized tasks. For example, the cloud_admin can use
this operation to add TNs, whereas the TN_admin can use
this operation to add subnetworks within his TN, modify the
route path, and limit the communication bandwidth of a port.
The view operation allows the cloud_admin and TN_admins
to query network configurations from their corresponding
controllers.
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3) Actors: As mentioned previously, the actors include the
cloud_admin who uses the cloud_controller to operate the network and management resources and a TN_admin who uses
the TN_controller to operate his TN network resources.
B. Security Requirements of the TN Abstraction
Inspired by the above discussion on the failure of the vSDN
architecture to achieve secure TNs, we propose the following
five security requirements: 1) isolation; 2) privilege management; 3) integrity management; 4) communication security;
and 5) perimeter defense. These requirements collectively satisfy, among other things, the principles of least privilege and
separation of duty, by giving only the relevant privileges to
the respective actors.
1) Isolation: This means that the TNs must be isolated from
each other because TNs aim to mimic the physical infrastructures in the precloud era, where the infrastructures are isolated
from each other.
2) Privilege Management: The TN abstraction must differentiate the privileges that are necessary for the cloud_admin to
accomplish its tasks from the privileges that must be assigned
to the TN_admins. This leads to the following network privilege model, where each privilege can be further divided into
two subprivileges corresponding to the configure and view
operations mentioned above. This configure-view separation
is important because an actor that has the privilege to view
something does not necessarily mean it has the privilege to
configure something.
• Network Division Privilege: For the cloud_admin, this
privilege allows him to group multiple SNs to configure
(or formulate) TNs. For a TN_admin, this privilege allows
him to group SNs within his TN to configure (or formulate) intra-TN subnetworks. TN_admin cannot administer
TNs, and cloud_admin cannot administer sub TNs.
• Route Path Privilege: This privilege allows a TN_admin
to select routing paths for the communication between
two computers within his TN. For example, the
TN_admin can dynamically route the TN’s traffic through
some security middlebox (e.g., firewalls for filtering
attacks) [39], [40]. To mimic network management in the
precloud era, a TN_admin should be given the privilege to
configure and view the virtual route paths within his TN,
but the cloud_admin should not be given this privilege.
• Network Bandwidth Privilege: This privilege allows the
cloud_admin to manage the network bandwidth between
TNs or between a TN and the outside of the cloud
(e.g., setting up the bandwidth limit for these communications). For a TN_admin, this privilege allows him to
view the traffic or set the bandwidth of virtual ports/links
belonging to his TN.
3) Integrity Management: Enforcing the above privilege management is necessary, but insufficient; the software TN_controller is set up by the cloud_admin for the
TN_admin, i.e., a compromised cloud_admin could manipulate
the TN_controller to attack the TNs. In order to mitigate the
damage of a compromised cloud_admin, we propose allowing
a TN_admin to verify the integrity of the TN_controller.
Moreover, the TN_admins needs to verify the integrity of the
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TN_hypervisor and detect unauthorized network operations
performed by attackers who can impersonate the TN_admin
(e.g., stealing the TN_admin’s credentials but not compromising the computer the TN_admin uses to manage its TN).
4) Communication Security: The interaction channels
between the link (cloud_apps, cloud_admin, cloud_controller,
and TN_hypervisor), and the link (TN_apps, TN_admin,
TN_controller, and TN_hypervisor) must be protected in terms
of communication secrecy and integrity.
Caveat (Out-of-Scope Risk): First, since the cloud_admin
allocates cloud resources to the tenants for formulating TNs,
a compromised cloud_admin may not fairly allocate the
requested resources (e.g., refusing to allocate the requested
SNs or bandwidths to a tenant). This type of denial-of-service
risk is common to the cloud computing paradigm and needs
to be addressed separately (e.g., by monitoring and auditing
resource allocation). Second, in the precloud era, the physical infrastructure is often assumed to be trusted, meaning that
there are no physical or hardware attacks against the servers,
switches, and other physical resources, including their TPMs.
Therefore, it is natural for the TN abstraction to assume that
the cloud_admin, although untrusted, is unable to compromise
the physical resources. Third, the compromise of a TN_admin
is not addressed in the TN abstraction because: 1) this risk
is orthogonal to the focus of this paper and 2) it can be
addressed with the same solution to this problem in the precloud era. However, we reiterate that the compromise of the
cloud_admin must be addressed by the TN abstraction because
of the amplified risk (i.e., the compromise of the cloud_admin
can compromise all TNs).
V. TNG UARD : P LATFORM -I NDEPENDENT
C ONCRETIZATION OF THE TN A BSTRACTION
Now, we present an SDN-based architecture for concretizing
the TN abstraction, called TNGuard, which is platformindependent in the sense that it can be instantiated on various
system virtualization platforms (e.g., Xen or others). Fig. 3
highlights the TNGuard architecture. Corresponding to the
TN abstraction described in Fig. 2, TNGuard consists of
three kinds of zones: the cloud_admin zone, the TN_admin
zone, and a control zone (containing the TN_hypervisor,
cloud_controller, and TN_controller), which are described
below.
A. Control Zone
This zone is the core of the TNGuard architecture, containing the TN_hypervisor, cloud_controller, and TN_controller,
as described in the TN abstraction. And the TN_hypervisor
includes a network privilege reference monitor for managing
privileges according to the network privilege model described
in the TN abstraction in Section IV. The control zone resides
between the cloud_admin zone as well as the TN_admin zones
and the data plane. Its two main functions are as follows.
1) Receiving commands from the cloud_admin zone and
the TN_admin zone and sending these commands to
the data plane according to the network privilege
model.
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TNGuard architecture.

2) Collecting the network states from the data plane and
forwarding the state information to the cloud_admin
and TN_admin zone.
The advantage of putting these components into a single
zone is that intrazone communications are more efficient than
interzone communications, which is important because of
the intense communications between the TN_hypervisor, the
cloud_controller, and the TN_controllers.
B. Cloud_admin Zone
This zone runs the cloud_admin apps, by which
the cloud_admin uses the interfaces provided by the
cloud_controller to accomplish his tasks according to the
network privilege model.
C. TN_Admin Zone
This zone runs TN_admin apps, by which the TN_admin
uses the interfaces provided by the TN_controller to manage TNs according to the network privilege model. Unlike
the cloud_admin zone, a TN_admin zone does not need to run
a full-fledged network operation system (e.g., Ryu); rather, it
only needs to run a general-purpose or lightweight OS to support the TN_admin’s apps. The TN_admin apps run in the
cloud rather than in the TN_admin’s local computer. This
design choice can be justified by the fact that the cloud is
perhaps better protected by highly competent security professionals and that the TN_admin’s apps need to interact with the
TN_controller frequently (i.e., performance considerations).
D. Putting the Pieces Together: Running Example
Fig. 4 highlights how the resulting system operates. Each
zone consists of some physical or VM(s), and the thick
solid lines represent secure communication channels. The
control zone provides the functions of the TN_hypervisor,

Fig. 4.

Running example of the platform-independent TNGuard.

cloud_controller, TN_controller described in TN abstraction.
It is worth mentioning that the function of cloud_controller
and TN_controller are fulfilled in a shared controller instead
of multiple isolated ones as in the vSDN architecture. At runtime, the control zone is booted first. Then, the cloud_admin
zone boots for cloud_admin to perform tasks. Upon receiving
the request to create a TN from a TN_admin, the cloud_admin
creates a TN_admin zone, including the requested network resources. The TN_admin verifies the integrity of
the TN_hypervisor and TN_admin zone (details depend on
the concrete implementation). If the remote attestation fails,
the TN_admin halts and reports that the cloud is compromised; otherwise, the TN_admin can request resources such
as SNs to formulate its TN and manage the TN according
to the network privilege model in the TN abstraction. At any
point in time, the TN_admin can make a request to release
its TN.

VI. P LATFORM -S PECIFIC I NSTANTIATION OF TNG UARD
A simple instantiation of TNGuard is to run the three kinds
of zones on different physical computers, where the communications between the zones (i.e., servers) are protected by
end-to-end cryptographic mechanisms. However, this instantiation cannot take advantage of cloud computing in terms
of its flexible dynamic resource management capability (e.g.,
migrating VMs on demand). In what follows, we present an
instantiation of the TNGuard based on Xen [41] and the SDN
controller known as Ryu [13].
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Fig. 5.
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Instantiation of TNGuard based on Xen and the Ryu controller.

A. Architecture of the TNGuard Instantiation

B. Implementing the Zones

Fig. 5 highlights the instantiation of TNGuard, where
each TN_controller node runs a cloud_admin zone for the
cloud_admin, a control zone, and multiple TN_admin zones for
the TN_admins. The cloud_admin zone runs in the privileged
domain (i.e., dom0 in Xen) because cloud_admin needs to
perform the necessary system tasks (e.g., building TN_admin
zones for TN_admin). The other zones run in different user
domains (i.e., domU in Xen).
Compared with the platform-independent TNGuard architecture (Fig. 3), this instantiation adds two extra zones, called
the TN_builder and TN_network zones. These two zones
are necessary for two reasons that are specific to Xen (i.e.,
these two zones may not be needed on other virtualization platforms). First, the network driver responsible for the
communications between the TN_admins and their respective
TN_admin zones is a dom0 entity in Xen, meaning that it
can be abused by a compromised cloud_admin (running in
dom0) that eavesdrops on these communications. Although
this problem can be resolved by using cryptographic mechanisms to protect the communications, this solution may incur
prohibitive overhead. This motivates the following solution to
prevent the cloud_admin from eavesdropping on the communications: moving the network driver from the cloud_admin
zone (running in dom0) to the dedicated TN_network zone
(running in the user domain). Second, the cloud_admin zone
runs in the privileged domain (i.e., dom0 in Xen), meaning
that a compromised cloud_admin can eavesdrop on the state of
the other zones in the same TN_controller node. To solve this
problem, we add the TN_builder zone to securely bootstrap
all of the other zones in the same TN_controller node.

1) Control Zone: The control zone, including the controller,
the TN_hypervisor, and the network privilege reference monitor, in each TN_controller node runs in a user domain of
Xen. The controller is a modified version of Ryu, where the
modification is necessary for two reasons. First, the original
Ryu controller directly sends the RESTful request to the data
plane, but this operation is not applicable to our setting because
the request must be mediated by the network privilege reference monitor. Second, the original Ryu controller uses a core
component called wsgi to send/receive messages, but the communication between the zones in our setting is based on shared
memory (for performance purposes). On the other hand, the
TN_hypervisor and network privilege reference monitor are
approximately 500 lines of Python code.
2) TN_Admin Zone: A TN_admin zone also runs in a user
domain of Xen. It is a lightweight operating system with
necessary libraries supporting TN apps. This implementation
choice can be justified by the fact that a lightweight operation system reduces the load on the TN_controller node. Our
implementation uses the RESTful APIs in the original Ryu
controller [13] as the command interface between the control
zone and the TN_admin zone as well as the cloud_admin zone.
Since the RESTful APIs are based on the HTTP protocol, the
TN apps in the TN_admin zone need to specify the IP address
of the TN_hypervisor zone in the URL. This is incompatible
with our implementation in which communication between the
zones is based on the shared memory mechanism (rather than
network communications). To resolve this issue, we mandate
that each TN_admin zone or cloud_admin zone use IP address
0.0.0.0 in the URL. When receiving a REST request from a
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TABLE I
N ETWORK D IVISION P RIVILEGE M ODEL

Fig. 6.

Boot order of the zones in each TN_controller node.

TN_admin or cloud_admin zone, the backend driver in the
control zone ignores the IP address field and directly forwards
the REST request to the TN_hypervisor and then to the Ryu
controller.
3) Cloud_Admin Zone: Besides network management
tasks, the cloud_admin should create TN_admin zones. This
suggests implementing the cloud_admin zone in the privileged
domain of Xen (i.e., dom0). Similar to the TN_admin zone,
the cloud_admin zone communicates with the control zone via
the RESTful APIs.
4) TN_Network Zone: As mentioned above, the
TN_network zone is responsible for communications
between the TN_admins and their TN_admin zones. It runs in
an unprivileged user domain of Xen. Since the TN_network
zone only serves as a network driver, it only needs to run a
minimal OS with the necessary libraries.
5) TN_Builder Zone: In addition, as mentioned above, this
zone facilitates the creation of the other zones. It interacts
with the hardware TPM of the TN_controller node and runs
the user-level supporting daemons for the virtualized TPM
(vTPM [42]). This allows the control zone and the TN_admin
zones to use their respective vTPMs. Note that the control zone
is prohibited from directly interacting with the TPM; instead,
all TPM operations (including both hardware TPM and vTPM
instances) are conducted via the TN_builder zone.
C. Boot Order and Integrity Management
1) Boot Order: Fig. 6 highlights the boot order of the
zones in a TN_controller node. At initialization, the BIOS
in the TN_controller node initializes the hardware TPM’s
measurement before passing the control to the bootloader.
Then, the bootloader begins loading the Xen hypervisor, the
cloud_admin zone’s kernel and the RAM disk (i.e., RAM
drive), in addition to the TN_builder zone’s kernel and
RAM disk. It also adds entries for the Xen hypervisor and
TN_builder zone to the measurement stored in the TPM’s
relevant PCRs. The hypervisor then builds the control zone
and the TN_builder zone and schedules the cloud_admin zone
for execution. The cloud_admin zone resumes the TN_builder
zone, which then boots the control zone and the TN_network
zone in order and extends the relevant measurements into the
TPM’s relevant PCRs. After booting the TN_network zone,
the TN_builder zone waits for the TN_admin to initialize the
TN_admin zone.
We stress that the control zone should be booted prior to
the TN_network zone because of the following. Recall that
the TN_network zone is equipped with a network driver for
communicating with the network outside the cloud. If the
TN_network zone is created prior to the control zone, the

control zone will face some unnecessary risks. For example,
a compromised cloud_admin can log on to the cloud_admin
zone to tamper with the control zone’s RAM disk before the
control zone is booted. This further highlights the importance
of using TPM to keep track of how the zones are booted in
order. After the TN_network zone is booted, the cloud_admin
zone can build the TN_admin zone through the TN_builder
zone when a new TN request is issued by a TN_admin.
2) Integrity Management: Once a zone is started, it loads its
software programs (e.g., the controller in the control zone and
the TN apps in the TN admin zone) and data (e.g., the mapping
information between the physical network and the TNs in the
TN_hypervisor). These software programs and their associated
data are measured and extended to the corresponding vTPM’s
relevant PCR registers for future attestation purposes. In order
to protect the sensitive data from the untrusted cloud_admin,
the RAM disk can be encrypted (e.g., encrypt the RAM disk
into the qcow2 disk format with a 128-bit AES key). The
cryptographic key is stored in the TPM. When the TN_builder
zone boots a zone, it retrieves the key from the TPM and uses
the key to decrypt the RAM disk for loading.
Since TNGuard has recorded the boot sequences in order,
the TN_admins can use the standard remote attestation techniques, which were briefly reviewed in Section II, to verify
the integrity of the components in the control zone and the
TN_admin zone at boot time. Moreover, the TN_admin can
verify whether there is an attacker that has compromised and
abused his credentials to perform malicious acts on his TN.
This can be achieved by letting TNGuard keep track of the
operations that involve the TN_admin zone in a way similar
to the recording of the boot sequence; then, the records are
verified by the TN_admin. Then, the TN_admin can audit the
operations and detect those operations, if any, that were not
initiated by themselves.
D. Implementing Privilege Management
1) Network Provision Privilege: The cloud_admin should
be given the privilege of dividing (i.e., virtualizing) the cloud
resources into TNs, and the TN_admin should be given the
privilege of dividing its TN into subnetworks as needed.
Moreover, the cloud_admin should not have the privilege of
configuring or viewing a TN’s internal network structure.
When a TN_admin requests SNs, the cloud_admin simply allocates SNs to the TN_admin, who decides how to use these SNs.
Table I summarizes the network division privileges.
2) Route Path Privilege: There are two kinds of route paths:
1) physical and 2) virtual. A TN_admin should configure/view
the virtual paths within his TN, while the cloud_admin should
not be able to configure or view the TN’s internal route paths.
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Thus, the cloud_admin should not be allowed to configure
the physical paths because the virtual route paths are eventually mapped to some physical route paths, meaning that
the cloud_admin can manipulate the route paths otherwise.
Moreover, the cloud_admin should not be allowed to view
the physical route paths because it may abuse this information. For example, suppose the cloud_admin knows that the
physical route path between two SNs passes through a switch.
Then, the cloud_admin can manipulate the SNs directly connected to the switch to sniff or even tamper with the packets
passing over the physical route path. In TNGuard, the control
zone can configure or view the physical route paths. Table II
summarizes the route path privileges.
3) Network Bandwidth Privilege: A TN_admin should be
given the privilege to configure the bandwidth and view traffic
within his TN, and the cloud_admin should not have the privilege to configure or view a TN’s internal bandwidth. However,
the cloud_admin often needs to control a TN’s bandwidth and
bill the network use accordingly. Table III summarizes the
network bandwidth privileges.

E. Implementing Communication Security
Since the TNGuard instantiation puts the TN_hypervisor,
TN_controller, and cloud_controller into one zone, namely
the control zone, we need to implement secure communication on the link (cloud_admin, cloud_admin zone, and
control zone) and the link (TN_admin, TN_admin zone,
and control zone). To secure the communication between
the cloud_admin and cloud_admin zone and between a
TN_admin and his TN_admin zone, we simply adopt end-toend encryption. This choice is justified by the fact that the
cloud_admin or TN_admin does not frequently communicate
with its cloud_admin zone or TN_admin zone (e.g., only when
they need to perform network operations). However, end-toend encryption seems to be unsuitable for communication
between the cloud_admin zone and control zone and between
the TN_admin zone and control zone because of their intense
communication.
To ensure both communication security and efficiency
between the cloud_admin zone and control zone and between
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the TN_admin and TN_admin zone, we use the frontendbackend driver communication mode in the Xen hypervisor
to provide a secure and efficient channel for these zones. As
shown in Fig. 5, the control zone has a backend driver, and
each TN_admin zone and the cloud_admin zone has a frontend
drive. Each frontend driver communicates with the backend
driver through two message queues: one for passing the control
messages from the frontend driver to the backend driver and
the other for sending the response from the backend driver to
the frontend driver. Upon receiving a request from a frontend
driver, the control zone invokes the network privilege reference monitor in the TN_hypervisor to check if the request is
authorized. To respond to the request, the control zone writes
the results in the response queue corresponding to the request
source.
More specifically, we implement the secure channels
between zones as follows. First, we apply for a block of
memory for the message queues and write the grant table in
Xen in such a way that the block of memory can be shared
between the zones. Then, we create the aforementioned two
message queues for each TN_admin or the cloud_admin zone
in the memory block and store the starting address of the
message queue in the Xenstore. Finally, we rewrite the send()
and receive() interfaces for sending and receiving messages
between zones.
F. Implementing Perimeter Defense
In the precloud era, the administrator of an enterprise infrastructure often deploys a perimeter defense, including firewalls
and intrusion detection systems at the enterprise perimeter.
Therefore, a TN_admin should be able to employ a perimeter defense to protect its TN. TNGuard can readily implement
a perimeter defense by taking advantage of network function
virtualization (NFV [43]), which essentially makes it the same
as in the precloud era. For example, a TN_admin can use its
route path privilege to make the traffic entering its TN pass
through the firewall for a security check. Indeed, TNGuard
gives a TN_admin the capability of dynamic perimeter defense
management (e.g., creating, migrating, or destroying firewall
VMs on demand).
G. Security Analysis
We start by describing the TCB for TNGuard instantiation.
First, the Xen hypervisor is secure. This is reasonable because
any assumption that the VM monitor (VMM) is secure and
enhances the security of VMM is complementary to the focus
of this paper (see [44]–[47]). Second, we do not consider
side-channel attacks between zones that reside on a single
TN_controller node. This is reasonable because addressing
side-channel attacks (e.g., [48]) is also complementary to the
focus of this paper.
1) Fulfilling Isolation: Isolation of the TNs is fulfilled by
the TN_hypervisor, which virtualizes the physical network into
TNs. This TN_hypervisor records the map between each TN’s
virtual network resources (e.g., virtual switches, links, ports,
and flow tables) and the corresponding physical resources.
The network privilege reference monitor ensures that each
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TABLE IV
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 7. Attack experiment showing the network privilege reference monitor
successfully prevented the cloud_admin from configuring network division,
route path, and network traffic of TNs (with the error messages highlighted
indicating that the attacks failed).

4) Fulfilling Communication Security: This requirement is
fulfilled by end-to-end encryption and the Xen hypervisorbased secure channels described in Section VI-E. Since we
assume that the Xen hypervisor is secure and there are no
side-channel attacks, the communication between a frontend
driver and a backend driver is mediated by the Xen hypervisor
and therefore secure. If a side-channel attack is not assumed
away, a zone in the TN_controller node could launch effective
attacks against another zone running in the same node (e.g., an
attempt to compromise the latter’s cryptographic keys). This
explains why dealing with side-channel attacks is important,
although complementary to the focus of this paper. Moreover,
the use of the TN_network zone to implement the network
driver prevents the cloud_admin from eavesdropping on the
communications between the TN_admins and the TN_admin
zones.
VII. E XPERIMENTAL E VALUATION

TN_admin can only perform the authorized operations in its
TN. This means, for example, that one TN_admin cannot
perform operations on the resources in another TN.
2) Fulfilling Privilege Management: This requirement is
fulfilled by the network privilege reference monitor and the
network privilege model, according to which the cloud_admin
is only given the privileges that are necessary for managing
the cloud resources. In particular, the cloud_admin is explicitly prohibited from configuring or viewing a TN’s internal
network resources. On the other hand, the TN_admin is given
the privileges that are necessary for managing their respective
TNs (e.g., dividing subnetworks as needed).
In order to test the fulfillment of privilege management,
we conducted three experiments. In these experiments, the
cloud_admin attempts to configure a TN division (identified
by vlan = 4097) by adding a new VM to it, configure a route
path by adding a flow rule for forwarding network packets
from in_port 4 to out_port 5, and configure a switch’s bandwidth by setting its rate to 1000 Kb/s. As shown in Fig. 7, the
network privilege reference monitor successfully detected and
prohibited these attack attempts.
3) Fulfilling Integrity Management: This requirement is
fulfilled by ensuring the trusted booting of the zones in each
TN_controller node and by allowing each TN_admin to verify the integrity of the components in the control zone and the
TN_admin zone at boot time, as described in Section VI-C.
Moreover, the TN_admin can verify if there is an attacker that
has compromised its credentials and abused the credentials by
performing malicious activities on its TN. An attacker may
attack the Xen hypervisor to compromise trusted booting and
the integrity of the zones, but this violates the assumption that
the VMM is secure.

We use the following three metrics to evaluate the performance of the TNGuard instantiation: 1) system boot time;
2) average response time; and 3) cross-zone communication
rate. Our evaluation is conducted on an SDN network test bed,
which consists of 15 servers and four OpenFlow-enabled hardware switches (Pica8 P-3297). Two of the servers are used as
TN_controller nodes, and the other servers run OpenVSwitch
(OpenFlow-enabled software switch) and multiple VMs to
simulate TNs. Each server has a quad-core 2.00-GHz Intel
Xeon E5405 processor and 8 GB of RAM, running 64bit Ubuntu Linux v14.04. The virtualization system in each
TN_controller node is Xen version 4.4.2. The modified Ryu
controller runs with 4-GB memory and 4 virtual CPU cores.
Each TN_admin zone has 64 MB of memory and 1 virtual
CPU core.
A. System Boot Time
This is the time it takes to boot the TNGuard system,
including the Xen hypervisor, the cloud_admin zone, the
TN_builder zone, the TN_network zone, the control zone, and
the TN_admin zone. To get a sense of the boot time, we compare it to the boot time of a traditional SDN controller (i.e.,
the Ryu controller). Table IV summarizes the results, which
show that TNGuard requires only 2.9% extra time. We further
report that the time for creating a TN_admin zone is 156 ms,
which is acceptable.
B. Average Response Time
This is the time between a network request that is made from
a TN_admin zone to the response received from the data plane.
In order to determine this time, we use the switch stats request
(Get/stats/switches) to test the average response time
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(a)

Fig. 9.

Cross-zone communication rate.

node, which justifies the use of zones in the platformindependent TNGuard, and uses the frontend-backend mode
(i.e., memory sharing) for communication, which further
improves the performance (compared to network communication).
(b)

C. Cross-Zone Communication Rate
Fig. 8. Average response time of TNGuard versus FlowVisor with respect
to the number of (a) TNs or (b) switches.

of a network request issued from a TN_admin zone to the data
plane, where the request is to query the list of all switches in
the TN. Specifically, we write a test app that runs simultaneously in the TN_control zones, sends a switch stats request to
the data plane, and waits to receive a response. This choice of
response time can be justified by the fact that the request is
cheap to process at the switch and the TN_control zone but is
expensive to process at the TN_hypervisor; the TN_hypervisor
has to edit the messages per TN (e.g., removing the port numbers not belonging to the TN in question and translating the
physical dpid and port numbers to the virtual ones). In order
to get a sense of the response time, we compare it to the
response time of FlowVisor; this choice of comparison is justified by the fact that FlowVisor is a vSDN architecture similar
to TNGuard, although it cannot fulfill the TN abstraction as
analyzed in Section III. Since the response time depends on
the number of TNs and switches, we measure their effect
separately, where the results are averaged over 100 runs.
Fig. 8(a) plots the average response time with respect to the
number of TNs, where each TN has five virtual switches. We
observe that the average response time slightly increases with
the number of TNs because the mapping information in the
TN_hypervisor is indexed by TN. Fig. 8(b) plots the average
response time with respect to the number of switches, where
there are five TNs. We observe that the average response time
grows linearly with the number of switches; the number of
messages the TN_hypervisor needs to edit grows linearly with
the number of switches.
In both cases of Fig. 8, we observe that TNGuard incurs a
smaller response time than FlowVisor because TNGuard puts
the TN apps and control plane into a single TN_controller

In order to test this latency, we write a test app that runs
in a TN_admin zone, sends data to the controller zone, and
waits to receive the same data from the controller zone. Fig. 9
plots the test results, which show that the cross-zone communication rate is about 200 m/s. We conclude that this
cross-zone communication rate is sufficient for most, if not
all, applications.
VIII. D ISCUSSION
Tenant oriented IoT network allows consumer to acquire
data from sensors and pay for the amount of required
resources, which maximize the usage and enable the sharing
of the physical IoT devices. In real world situation, various
city councils, business organizations, research and academic
institutions, and the governments are potential consumers of
IoT infrastructure. Along with the fast development of IoT
network, the security of IoT management should raise the concerns of public. And this paper makes a first step of securing
the IoT oriented TN based on SDN by introducing TNGuard.
However, there are several limitations of this paper. First,
in the instantiation of the TNGuard phase, we only consider
a scenario where the TN is under the control of a single
TN_controller node. However, a large TN would need multiple TN_controller nodes because it would distribute to multiple
networks controlled by different TN_controller nodes. We will
investigate how to extend instantiation to accommodate multiple TN_controller nodes. The extension is not straightforward
because we need to accommodate the interactions between
multiple TN_controller nodes and ensure the consistency
between their network state information.
Second, the integrity verification adopted by TNGuard
instantiation is based on boot integrity (i.e., the so-called static
integrity), which does not guarantee the integrity of the system in question after the boot operation (i.e., the so-called
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dynamic or runtime integrity). Ensuring dynamic integrity is
an important open problem in trusted computing [49]–[51],
but any progress in this field can be immediately adapted to
the setting of this paper to enhance integrity management.
IX. C ONCLUSION
The trust relationship between cloud provider and cloud
customer has been in dispute for a long time. In this paper,
we showed how to improve the trust relationship by providing novel control architecture. We addressed the need for
TN abstraction in the context of IaaS cloud computing. We
presented a definition of TN abstraction according to the
well-known security principles of least privilege and separation of duty. We further presented a platform-independent
concretization of the abstraction called TNGuard, which is
an SDN-based architecture. We described a platform-specific
instantiation of TNGuard based on the Xen virtualization system and the Ryu controller. Experimental results show that
instantiation only incurs a very small performance overhead.
There are also multiple interesting problems that remain to
be solved in future work, which are discussed as follows.
1) Perimeter Defense: This means that a TN_admin can
employ a perimeter defense (e.g., firewalls and intrusion
detection systems) for its TN as in the case of defending an enterprise’s physical infrastructure in the precloud
era. In the precloud era, the administrator of an enterprise infrastructure often deployed a perimeter defense,
including firewalls and intrusion detection systems at
the enterprise perimeter. This means that a TN_admin
should be able to employ a perimeter defense to protect its TN. TNGuard can readily implement a perimeter
defense by taking advantage of NFV [43], which makes
it essentially the same as in the precloud era.
2) Distributed Deployment: As mentioned in a previous
section, a multicontroller is not supported in the current
version of TNGuard. Distributed deployment means that
different controllers responsible for one cloud_admin
can cooperate with each other, while each controller is
responsible for several TN networks. Further research
about the interaction between controllers as well as
between controllers and the data plane are needed in a
distributed deployment of TNGuard to satisfy the need
for an increasing scale of the network data plane.
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